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“Putinyahu’s Rusrael”: The Putin-Netanyahu
Relationship, A Deep Personal Bond?

By Andrew Korybko
Global Research, April 12, 2019

Region: Middle East & North Africa, Russia
and FSU

Theme: History

President Putin and “Israeli” Prime Minister Netanyahu are brothers-in-arms after the former
helped the latter win his historic reelection with a last-minute photo-op stunt that ultimately
proved pivotal to his victory, and with Russia and “Israel” now proceeding along the path of
“two states, one nation” after their close and comprehensive cooperation with one another
since the onset of Moscow’s 2015 anti-terrorist intervention in Syria, the era of “Putinyahu’s
Rusrael” has finally arrived.

A New Era For The “New Mideast”

Netanyahu’s historic reelection to a fifth term in office will make him “Israel’s” long-serving
Prime Minister since its “founder” Ben-Gurion, and it wouldn’t have been possible for him to
pull off such a victory in the neck-and-neck race without the pivotal last-minute assistance
that President Putin provided through the photo-op stunt of returning 20 “IDF” remains that
the  Russian  military  dug  up  in  Syria  specifically  at  Tel  Aviv’s  request.  The  Russian  and
“Israeli”  leaders  are  now  brothers-in-arms  at  precisely  the  moment  when  their  two
governments are proceeding along the path of “two states, one nation” as a result of their
close and comprehensive cooperation with one another since the onset of Moscow’s 2015
anti-terrorist  intervention in  Syria,  thereby making 2019 the year  in  which the era  of
“Putinyahu’s Rusrael” has finally arrived as a force to be reckoned with on the world scene.

From “Balancing” To Allying

Most of the Alt-Media Community is likely in a state of cognitive dissonance at the moment
after  practically  everything that  their  “trusted outlets” indoctrinated them for  years to
believe  has  been  proven  to  be  false,  especially  the  “wishful  thinking”  narrative  that
President Putin has supposedly turned Russia into an “anti-Zionist crusader state allied with
the Resistance”. Nothing could be further from the truth as the Russian leader is totally
disinterested in taking sides on any dispute that isn’t of immediate relevance to his nation’s
security  and  has  therefore  positioned  his  country  to  play  the  part  of  the  Eastern
Hemisphere’s supreme “balancing” force instead. In the case of Russian-“Israeli” relations,
however,  he’s  moved beyond simply “balancing” and towards the extreme of  outright
allying as part of his risky gamble to “seize the moment” and attempt to replace America’s
historic patronage over the self-professed “Jewish State”.

Right Under Everyone’s Nose

I’ve  been  extensively  documenting  the  creation  of  “Putinyahu’s  Rusrael”  and  strongly
recommend that  readers  who  aren’t  already  familiar  with  my work  kindly  review the
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following analyses in order to be brought up to speed and understand the strategic context
in which this game-changing development is taking place:

“Russia’s Grand Strategy In Afro-Eurasia (And What Could Go Wrong)”
“President Putin On Israel: Quotes From The Kremlin Website”
“It’s Official, ‘Israel’ Is Now A Joint Russian-American Protectorate”
“Alt-Media Silent As ‘Israel’ Admits To 200+ Strikes In Syria”
“Here’s How The Latakia Tragedy – Nay, Conspiracy! – Might Have Played Out”
“Russia’s Reshaping Syria’s ‘Deep State’ In Its Own Image”
“Russia’s Non-Denial About Brokering Iran’s Withdrawal From Syria Is A Big Deal”
“I’m A Pro-Putin Anti-‘Putinist’ And It’s About Time That Alt-Media Acknowledges
That We Exist”
“So What If Trump ‘Recognizes’ ‘Israel’s’ Annexation Of The Golan?”
“It’s  Time  To  Talk  About  The  S-300s,  ‘Status  Symbols’,  And  The  ‘Savior
Complex’”
“Mideast Activists Need To Stop Their Double Standards Towards Russia!”

Undeniable Facts

Long story short, the indisputable facts are that President Putin has met with Netanyahu
more times over the past four years (13) than with any other leader, thus forming a deep
personal bond with him that’s since become fraternal and could explain why he had Russia
do so many favors for “Israel” over the past couple of years. As acknowledged by Russian
Defense Ministry spokesman Igor Konashenkov in September following the midair accident
that President Putin famously chalked up to a so-called “chain of tragic circumstances“,
these favors included ‘passively facilitating’ over 200 of “Israel’s” anti-Iranian and anti-
Hezbollah strikes in Syria over the preceding 18 months alone, carving out a 140-kilometer
anti-Iranian buffer zone from the occupied Golan Heights (where President Putin reportedly
vacationed with his family in the 1990s), “preserving Jewish sacred places and graves in the
city of Aleppo”, and risking the lives of Russian servicemen by having them dig up “IDF”
remains in the middle of an SAA-ISIS firefight.

Furthermore, President Putin refused to blame “Israel” for last September’s incident, and
not once did he order his military to suspend the so-called “deconfliction mechanism” that
he agreed to create with Netanyahu three years prior just before the commencement of the
anti-terrorist intervention. Russia’s highly-publicized dispatch of S-300s to Syria was nothing
more than smoke and mirrors because the SAA still  doesn’t have full  and independent
operational control of these systems, thus strategically neutralizing them and ensuring that
they don’t pose a threat to “Israel” whenever the self-professed “Jewish State” coordinates
with Moscow to bomb suspected Iranian and Hezbollah positions in the Arab Republic.
Speaking  of  which,  President  Putin  confirmed  after  his  February  meeting  with  Netanyahu
that  Russia  and  “Israel”  are  forming  a  so-called  “working  party”  to  accelerate  the
withdrawal of all foreign forces from Syria, implying that Iran’s will also have to leave too.
And  finally,  last  week’s  “corpse  diplomacy”  was  an  unprecedented  sign  of  solidarity
between  Russia  to  “Israel”.

The Yinon-Putin Plan

All of this begs the obvious question of what President Putin expects to receive in return for
his unshakeable loyalty to Netanyahu, but the answer certainly isn’t what the misguided Alt-
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Media masses were brainwashed into believing. The Russian leader isn’t playing the much-
mocked game of “5D chess” and “just waiting to backstab Bibi” at the “perfect moment”,
but is hoping that “Israel” will allow his country to play an important role in what he has
evidently concluded is the “inevitable” partial success of the Yinon Plan. In exchange for
“passively facilitating” “Israel’s” plans in Syria (though importantly after having stopped
their  full  success through the 2015 anti-terrorist  intervention there),  Russia expects to
receive  generous  “Israeli”  foreign  direct  investment  once  Tel  Aviv  formally  joins  the
Eurasian Union that Moscow also amazingly convinced its sworn Iranian enemy to become a
member of as well.

Should Russia succeed in getting Syria to agree to the “draft constitution” that Moscow
wrote for it and Damascus ends up surrendering its legal claim to the Golan Heights like the
document strongly implies (and by innuendo “recognizing” “Israel”), then Moscow could
“legally”  connect  the  country’s  gas  supplies  under  its  control  to  Tel  Aviv’s  Eastern
Mediterranean Gas Pipeline and therefore “co-opt” this megaproject that could otherwise
compete with its energy exports to Europe. In addition, Russia and “Israel” could jointly use
their  influence  over  the  region’s  Kurds  to  more  confidently  assert  themselves  by  proxy  in
the Mideast’s central pivot space in accordance with the Yinon Plan’s pertinent precepts for
managing this strategically positioned transnational demographic. Given the game-changing
geostrategic impact that the Russian-“Israeli” alliance is poised to have in the region, it’s
therefore more accurate to describe the Yinon Plan as the Yinon-Putin Plan instead.

Russia: Rhetoric vs. Reality

The reality that was just described is at total odds with the rhetoric coming out of Russia,
but that’s all by design because Moscow oftentimes says what the global public wants to
hear but ends up doing whatever is best for its own interests irrespective of whether the
international  audience approves of  it  or  not.  For  example,  Russia used to occasionally
condemn “Israel’s” anti-Iranian and anti-Hezbollah strikes in Syria despite it  now being
acknowledged by its own admission last September that it was coordinating them with Tel
Aviv  this  entire  time  through  the  so-called  “deconfliction  mechanism”.  Ditto  Russia’s
reaction to Trump’s “recognition” of “Israel’s” annexation of the Golan Heights, which was
actually facilitated by the anti-Iranian buffer zone that Moscow carved out last summer after
pushing the self-professed “Jewish State’s” enemies 140 kilometers away from the occupied
region at Tel Aviv’s behest.

The established pattern is that Russia rhetorically says whatever is in line with international
law in order to increase its appeal among the region’s majority-Arab population but always
ends up accepting “Israel’s” unilateral actions out of pragmatic “realpolitik” considerations
and a lack of political will to impose unacceptable costs on Tel Aviv to change its behavior.
This modus operandi strongly suggests that Russia might actually not be as opposed to
Trump’s  so-called  “Deal  of  the  Century”  as  it  officially  claims  to  be,  especially  when
considering that  Netanyahu is  speculated to  have informally  functioned as  a  mediator
between the American and Russian leaders. As such, it’s possible that Russia might even
secretly encourage the “Deal of the Century” if it believes that it’s “inevitable” and not
“incompatible”  with  the  Yinon-Putin  Plan,  especially  if  it  has  “Israel’s”  “trusted
reassurances”  of  this.

Concluding Thoughts

As incredible as it might have initially sounded to readers who have been brainwashed for
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years by their Alt-Media mental overlords into believing that President Putin is an “anti-
Zionist  crusader”,  the argument has strongly  been put  forth in  this  analysis  that  he’s
actually the opposite of what many people thought he was. Far from being “anti-Israeli”, the
Russian  leader  is  probably  one  of  the  most  pro-“Israeli”  people  on  this  planet  after
committing his country to ensuring the self-professed “Jewish State’s” security in the face of
Iran and its ally Hezbollah’s threats to destroy it. His brotherly ties with Netanyahu have led
to similarly fraternal relations developing between Russia and “Israel” as they proceed along
the path of “two states, one nation” and gradually merge into a single strategic force, ergo
the era of “Putinyahu’s Rusrael” that’s impossible at this point for anyone to credibly deny.

*
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